This paper describes the current implementation of the lexical processing it in the form of suffix or prefix stripping.
-MORPH models both the process of word recognition/ana 1ysis and the process of word acquisition.
-MORPH works by combining the advantages of the two general methods for word recognition that are available: matching input words with words, and parsing input morphemes into words. By combining these methods» the disadvantages of using either method alone are avoided. 
Considarationm in daaigning MORPH.

It will get the features for number and definiteness from what
it combines with', e.g. s k o 't 'n , sk o-*-r, sko-»-r-»-n«.
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The general approach to specifying word structure in MORPH is exceedingly simple. Word = morpheme" minus those sequences of morphemes ruled out by the morphotactic constraints encoded in the combinatoria 1 features. That those features go a long way towards specifying admissible sequences in real cases is illustrated by the following example of three morphemes and their specifications;
"av" ( (NIL P R E P -W F ) 
. T h e H o r d~l » K i c o n .
The word-lexicon is a lexicon of known words. It is also a hash Below are examples of the structure of entries in the wordlexicon.
"flicka" (((NOUN +WF -PL -D E F +LITR)) ("flick" "a"))
"flickan" (((NOUN -»-UIF + D E F -P L -*-UTR) > ("flick" "a" "n"))
"flickor" (((NOUN «-WF -*-PL -D E F +U TR ) ) ("flick" "o."))
"flickorna" (((NOUN +WF + D E F -t-PL + U T R ) ) ("flick" "or" "na")) (((VERB +WF --AUX -P R S + FIIM1 +REAL) ("be" "ta 1' ' "ade")) ((ask-about-word-and-add-to-lexicon word)) ))
The function lookup-word, w h e n applied to a word, first tries to find it in the word- 
